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ABSTRACT: We investigate nonradiative quantum coher-
ence in the presence of coupling between excitons and surface
plasmon polaritons (SPPs) in a hybrid metal−semiconductor
nanostructure. In particular, we study how quantum coherence
between heavy-hole (HH) and light-hole (LH) excitons in a
GaAs quantum well (QW) is modified when they are coupled
to SPPs of a gold grating. We find that the nonradative
coherence is reduced in correlation with the coupling strength
between the excitons and SPPs. Under the resonant coupling
condition, the nonradiative coherence remains in the range of
hundreds of femtoseconds, which is significantly longer than
the plasmonic coherence. These experiments directly probe quantum dynamics in a prototypical hybrid system and provide
critical information for exploring future quantum plasmonics applications.
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Coherent superposition of two or multiple quantum states,
which are not dipole coupled, is known as nonradiative

quantum coherence. Such coherence plays an essential role in a
host of novel phenomena such as lasing without inversion,1−3

electromagnetically induced transparency,4,5 and entangle-
ment.6,7 These phenomena have been investigated extensively
in atomic and solid state systems, especially motivated by
interest in controlling and manipulating individual quantum
systems for quantum information processing.8−13 In some cases
it is sufficient to describe the phenomena with a few-level
model coupled to a coherent driving field. In other cases (e.g.,
in semiconductors), many-body interactions among optically
excited quasiparticles need to be taken into account to gain a
comprehensive, microscopic understanding. For example, the
studies of quantum beats between excitons in semiconductor
quantum wells (QWs) have provided much insight into the
coherent interaction and quantum dynamics of a canonical
many-body system.6,14−17

In a different context, plasmonics has emerged in the last two
decades as a promising approach for concentrating and
manipulating light at subwavelength dimensions. Hybrid
structures that combine the metal-based plasmonic nanostruc-
tures and semiconductor-based photonic components are
particularly interesting because such hybrid structures take
advantage of both material platforms to achieve optical gain and
nonlinear signal modulation with a smaller device footprint. To
this end, novel devices such as compact all-optical
switches,18−20 single-photon transistors,21 and nanolasers22−24

based on hybrid nanostructures have been demonstrated. To
achieve rational device design, it is essential to understand how
electronic and photonic coupling between the components
modify the ultrafast and quantum dynamics of the fundamental
optical excitations, that is, excitons and SPPs in hybrid
structures.
While a number of experiments have demonstrated exciton

and plasmonic coupling effects,25−28 few previous studies have
investigated how quantum coherence is modified in hybrid
structures.29 The decoherence time, or dephasing time,
determines the time scale during which electrons or
quasiparticles can be manipulated coherently by light and,
thus, is a particularly critical parameter for optoelectronic
devices. Very fast dephasing times of plasmonic resonances, on
the order of tens of femtoseconds, have been reported in
metallic nanostructures,30−32 while the dephasing times of
excitons in semiconductors and their heterostructures can be
rather long. In QWs, the exciton dephasing time lasts a few
picoseconds to tens of picoseconds at low temperatures,33−35

and this dephasing time is further extended close to a
nanosecond in quantum dots.36−38 In this work, we aim to
answer the question whether the fast dephasing time of the
metallic nanostructure becomes the limiting factor in a hybrid
structure. This information is particularly critical for quantum
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plasmonics, an emerging frontier aiming to address challenges
in quantum communication and quantum information
processing.21,39−42

Here, we report an experimental study of the nonradiative
coherence between heavy-hole (HH) and light-hole (LH)
excitons in a metal−semiconductor hybrid structure consisting
of a gold grating in close proximity to a GaAs/AlGaAs QW.
This nonradiative coherence has been referred to as Raman
coherence in previous studies7,14 and often manifests itself as a
quantum beat in nonlinear pump−probe experiments or
photoluminescence.14,15 The investigated hybrid structure is
designed to optimize the radiative exciton−SPP interaction. We
study the modification of Raman coherence by exciton−SPP
coupling using low-temperature, angle-resolved, far-field differ-
ential reflection (DR) spectroscopy. As a result of the coupling,
a significant resonance energy shift of ∼7 meV has been
observed. By studying the time scale over which quantum beats
decay, we find that the nonradiative coherence time for the
hybrid system decreases in correlation with the exciton−SPP
coupling strength. Our investigation reveals that the non-
radiative coherence remains in the range of hundreds of
femtoseconds, which is significantly longer than the plasmonic
coherence. These studies shed light on coherent dynamics in

hybrid materials essential for exploring future quantum
plasmonic applications.
The sample investigated is a metal−semiconductor hybrid

structure (see Figure 1a) consisting of a gold grating structure
fabricated on top of an AlGaAs/GaAs QW. The AlGaAs/GaAs
QW consists of a 10 nm GaAs well embedded between
Al0.3Ga0.7As barriers grown on top of a GaAs substrate by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The gold grating and GaAs
QW are placed in close proximity (with a 20 nm separation) to
enable coupling between excitons and SPPs. The grooves,
fabricated by e-beam lithography, have a thickness of 80 nm, a
width of 140 nm, and a period of 500 nm. When such a hybrid
structure is illuminated with p-polarized light, with its electric
field vector perpendicular to the grooves, SPPs are excited at
both air−metal (AM) and semiconductor−metal (SM)
interfaces by transferring momentum (n2π/a) to the incident
photons, where n is an integer and a is the grating period. The
SPP field at the SM interface is mostly evanescent, with a decay
length of only ∼50 nm due to the large dielectric constant of
the semiconductor. When placed within this decay length, the
QW excitons couple to the strong evanescent plasmonic field.
The hybrid structure parameters are chosen such that, at an
incidence angle of 34°, the HH and LH exciton resonances of
the QW at a temperature of 10 K, occurring at 1.531 eV (810

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the hybrid structure. The grating structure has period (a = 500 nm), thickness (d = 80 nm), grating/well separation (s =
20 nm), and width (w = 140 nm). (b) Simulated linear dispersion of LH and HH resonances in the presence of exciton−SPP coupling at ∼10 K.
The black dashed line marks the uncoupled dispersion of the SPP mode composed of air−metal and semiconductor−metal SPPs. The simulation
reveals a clear shift of the LH and HH QW resonances at an angle of ∼34°.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. The pump−probe delay is controlled with a delay stage (DS). Both pump and probe are
modulated in intensity with AOMs. Linear polarizers and λ/2 waveplates are placed after the AOMs for power and polarization control. A rotation
stage is used to vary the incidence angle onto the sample, after which the reflected probe is collected. (b) Spectrally resolved DR on the bare QW
and the hybrid structure at ∼10 K. The red (black) arrows indicate the positions of the HH (LH) resonances and the blue dashed curve shows the
excitation laser. Spectra at four different incidence angles are measured on the hybrid structure, showing a clear shift in the LH−HH exciton
resonances.
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nm) and 1.543 eV (803 nm), match well with the three coupled
SPP modes: AM[n = −1], SM[n = +2], and SM[n = −3]. This
design also ensures an efficient groove-induced coupling of the
incident light to evanescent SPP fields and makes it possible to
probe the hybrid structure response by far-field measurements.
The highly angle-dependent AM SPP, and the almost angle-
independent QW exciton, provide an efficient way to control
the interaction between SPPs and excitons by angle-tuning. The
grating structure covers a region of approximately 200 μm by
200 μm on the sample and is surrounded by regions of the bare
QW, allowing us to probe the hybrid structure as well as the
bare QW.
Here, we briefly describe the coupling mechanism between

excitons and SPPs in the hybrid nanostructure, which has been
discussed carefully in our earlier work.27 To explain the SPP−
exciton interaction, a phenomenological model, treating the
exciton and SPP resonances as complex Lorentzian oscillators,
has proven successful. As a first approximation, the SPP
coupling of HH and LH excitons is treated separately because
of their sufficiently different energies. Such a phenomenological
model correctly predicts various features of the optical
response.27 Most importantly, it reproduces the large spectral
red shift of the exciton resonance observed when increasing the
incidence angle toward 34° and the concomitant change in the
radiative damping of the exciton resonances. The largely
asymmetric spectral shifts below and above 34° have been

assigned to the constructive and destructive interference
between the interacting SPP modes. This well-studied linear
optical response is mainly governed by the coupling of excitonic
dipole moments to vacuum fluctuations of the SPP modes of
the grating.27 Due to this coupling, the exciton and SPP
resonances are transformed into higher and lower energy
exciton−SPP polariton modes, exhibiting significantly altered
dispersion relations as shown in the simulations presented in
Figure 1b.
The homodyne detected, pump−probe (or DR) experiment

is shown schematically in Figure 2a. The excitation source is a
Ti:sapphire oscillator that produces pulses of ∼150 fs at a 78
MHz repetition rate. The laser is split into a pump and probe
beam whose intensities are modulated by acousto-optic
modulators (AOMs) at a frequency of 0.5 and 0.515 MHz,
respectively. The DR signal is extracted from a lock-in amplifier
at the difference frequency of 15 kHz between the pump and
probe modulation frequencies. After the AOMs, each beam
passes through a λ/2 waveplate and a linear polarizer for power
and polarization control. All measurements presented in this
paper are performed at a temperature of ∼10 K with p-
polarization to ensure resonant SPP excitation. A delay stage
(DS) in the probe path is used to control the relative delay
between the two beams. The two beams are focused onto the
sample at angles variable via a mirror mounted on a rotation

Figure 3. (a) Time-resolved DR for the bare QW (black trace) and the fit (red trace) to eq 1. The inset shows a schematic V-level system, which is
used to derive eq 1. |1⟩, |2⟩, and |0⟩ represent the HH, LH exciton, and ground state, respectively. The pulse duration is shown by the blue dashed
curve. (b) Time-resolved DR for the hybrid structure at two different incidence angles and fits (red traces) to eq 1. At the resonant coupling angle of
34° (blue trace), a marked decrease in the Raman coherence is seen compared to the bare QW. At 32° (green trace), a noticeable, but smaller
decrease is seen in the Raman coherence. (c) Log-scale, time-resolved DR for the bare QW (black trace). An exponential decay fit (red trace) is
shown for the negative delay. (d) Log-scale, time-resolved DR for the hybrid structure at 34° (blue trace), 32° (green trace), and exponential decay
fits (red traces) for the negative delays.
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stage (RS). The reflected probe is then sent through a
spectrometer and onto a single-channel photodetector.
We begin with investigating the response of the hybrid

nanostructure by angular and spectrally resolved measurements
to confirm the calculated resonant coupling conditions. Pump−
probe spectra taken near zero delay at four different incidence
angles on the hybrid structure, as well as on the bare QW, are
displayed in Figure 2b. The spectrum at 34° incidence angle
shows a clear red-shift of ∼7 meV for both the HH and LH
excitons due to their dipole-coupling to SPP modes. Spectra
taken at other angles show reduced spectral shifts in
comparison to the spectrum taken on the bare QW. Thus,
we conclude that the strongest exciton−plasmon coupling
occurs at ∼34°, consistent with the plasmonic grating design
and previous studies.27 In addition, the signal strengths from
the hybrid structure are comparable to those from the bare
QW, from which we ascertain no significant change in the
optical quality of the QW due to grating fabrication. We also
observe a slight angle dependence of the LH and HH
resonance widths, indicating that the coupling to SPPs modifies
the radiative damping of the exciton resonances.27,29 Compar-
ison to model calculations indicates that the line shapes of these
resonances can only be fully explained by including several
physical effects simultaneously, specifically excitation-induced
dephasing, inhomogeneous broadening, and pump-induced
spectral shifts.43−45 The combination of these effects can lead
to large phase changes and asymmetries in the individual
resonance line shapes. In the context of the present paper, we
only focus on extracting an estimated resonance energy shift to
confirm exciton−SPP coupling.
We now turn to study the quantum beats between HH and

LH excitons in the bare QW as a reference. The experiments
were performed at 34° incidence angle to facilitate comparison
to the hybrid system. The central wavelength of the excitation
laser is tuned to 1.55 eV with a full width half-maximum
(fwhm) of 21 meV. The laser spectrum is broad enough to
excite both the HH and LH excitons simultaneously. The
nonlinear signal copropagating with the probe beam is first sent
through the spectrometer centered at the LH exciton resonance
before reaching the photodetector. As the delay between the
pump/probe beams is varied, we observe a pronounced
oscillatory signal with decaying amplitude, as shown in Figure
3a. Such beating signals have been observed in earlier studies
on QWs and are assigned to quantum beats between the HH
and LH excitons in the quantum well.46,47 The DR signal is fit
to the following expression:

τ ω τ∝ +τ γ τ−Γ −Ae BeDR( ) cos( )21
21 (1)

where Γ describes the population relaxation rate of the LH
exciton, γ21 is the dephasing rate for the Raman coherence
between HH and LH excitons, and A and B are amplitude
coefficients. In the absence of inhomogeneous broadening, the
Raman coherence is determined by the population decay of
both HH and LH resonances (given by population relaxation
rates Γ01 and Γ02, respectively) and an additional pure
dephasing term γ21

pure. The dephasing rate can then be written
as γ21 = (1/2)(Γ01 + Γ02) + γ21

pure. The oscillation period (TR) is
inversely proportional to the LH−HH energy splitting (ΔE =
ℏω21) by TRω21 = 2π. The derivation of this fitting function, in
terms of the optical Bloch equation, is described in the
Supporting Information. In the presence of strong inhomoge-
neous broadening, the exponential damping term e−γ21τ in eq 1

should be replaced by e−γ21τe−τ
2/(2σ2), where σ corresponds to the

inhomogeneous line width.48

We analyze the quantum beats measured on the bare QW by
fitting the data using eq 1, which yields γ21

−1 = 0.27 ± 0.01 ps
and TR = 0.152 ± 0.001 ps for the Raman coherence time and
oscillation period, respectively. No population decay is
measurable even on a time scale as long as 20 ps. In QWs, it
is known that this long decay time does not reflect the
population decay time of the optically excited bright excitons,
but rather the average lifetime of a thermalized ensemble of
bright and dark excitons, populated by scattering from bright to
dark excitons.49−52 Even though a direct measurement of the
bright exciton population relaxation time is not straightfor-
ward,53 it is understood that such relaxation times are in the
range of a few picoseconds. Therefore, the observed value of
γ21
−1 = 0.27 ± 0.01 ps in our sample mainly reflects the
inhomogeneous broadening of the QW resonances. The
oscillation period determined from the fitting corresponds to
a LH−HH splitting of ∼27 meV. This value agrees with the
LH−HH exciton splitting (∼30 meV) estimated from the
spectrum within experimental uncertainties since the inhomo-
geneous broadening of the exciton resonances affects the
estimate of the energy splitting determined from the spectrum.
Next, we perform experiments on the hybrid structure at 34°

incidence angle, which satisfies the exciton−SPP resonant
coupling condition. As shown in Figure 3b, we observe
significantly reduced Raman coherence time as well as an
apparent LH exciton population decay. The fitting, using eq 1,
yields values of TR = 0.134 ± 0.005 ps, Γ−1 = 0.70 ± 0.03 ps,
and γ21

−1 = 0.16 ± 0.03 ps. The beat period has reduced due to
the coupling dependent redshift of the HH and LH resonances,
which increases the LH−HH separation to 31 meV. The
population relaxation time has decreased significantly due to
the Purcell effect, that is, the excitons couple to the increased
photonic density of states near the grating. This observation is
consistent with the reduced exciton lifetime near plasmonic
structures previously reported by many groups.27,54−56 For such
gratings, earlier work has also shown that the radiative damping
of the plasmon excitation dominates over Ohmic loss.57 Hence,
the population relaxation rate is now limited by radiative
relaxations in agreement with the observed broadening of
dressed exciton resonances beyond the inhomogeneous
broadening.29,58,59 The Raman coherence time is directly
related to the HH and LH population relaxation and, thus, is
reduced by almost a factor of 2 in the presence of exciton−
plasmon coupling. Pure dephasing and inhomogeneous broad-
ening still plays a partial, but reduced, role in determining the
Raman coherence in comparison to the case of bare QW.
Interestingly, the Raman coherence in the hybrid system is
almost an order of magnitude longer than the quantum
coherence of the SPP resonance, which is estimated to be tens
of femtoseconds as suggested by its broad homogeneous line
width. Thus, in this type of hybrid structure, the SPPs may
significantly enhance the light out-coupling efficiency without
severely limiting the coherence time.
Yet, there may be an alternative explanation to our results. It

is known that many-body interactions between excitons leads
to excitation induced dephasing, that is, a reduction of quantum
coherence time at higher exciton density.44 One may argue that
the reduced Raman coherence time in the hybrid structure may
arise from the enhanced local electric-field near the plasmonic
grating, leading to more pronounced excitation induced
dephasing than the case of the bare QW. To test this
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alternative explanation, we perform additional measurements at
an incidence angle of 32°, which is near the resonant coupling
angle. At this angle, the local field strength at the QW is nearly
identical to that at 34° incidence angle.45 As shown in Figure
3b, there is clearly a difference between the quantum beats
measured at these two incidence angles. The fitting using eq 1
to the quantum beats at 32° incidence angle yields time scales
of Γ−1 = 0.76 ± 0.06 ps, γ21

−1 = 0.26 ± 0.03 ps, and TR = 0.144 ±
0.003 ps. Raman coherence extracted for 32° incidence angle is
clearly longer than that extracted at 34°, although the local E-
field is nearly the same. This observation demonstrates that the
reduction of the Raman coherence time correlates with the
coupling strength between excitons and SPPs.
Additional information can be obtained by examining the

dynamics during the negative delay, as shown in Figure 3c,d. At
negative time delays, the probe pulse arrives first and induces a
LH polarization coherence, which subsequently goes through
free induction decay (FID). We obtain a dephasing time for the
LH exciton by fitting an exponential function to the decay
during the negative delay in Figure 3c,d, which yields a time
scale of about 220, 180, and 120 fs for the case of the bare QW
and the hybrid structure at 32° and 34° incidence angles,
respectively. Although Raman coherence time is not directly
given by exciton dephasing time (i.e., Raman coherence time
can be longer than exciton dephasing time), both time scales
are affected by population relaxation processes and change
systematically in the bare QW and the hybrid structure.
Oscillatory signals during negative time delay have also been
observed in Figure 3. Such oscillatory signals at negative delays
have been attributed to a number of possible mechanisms
including superposition of the HH and LH free induction
decay, many body effects from exciton−exciton interaction or
higher order (e.g., fifth order) nonlinear signals in previous
studies on bare QWs.16,60

In summary, we have investigated quantum coherent
dynamics in a prototypical hybrid structure consisting of a
semiconductor QW coupled to a metallic plasmonic grating.
Interestingly, even though the exciton resonances are
predominantly inhomogeneously broadened in the bare QW,
the coupling to SPPs significantly affects the coherent dynamics
of the system. Our work demonstrates that the coupling
between excitons and SPPs provides an opportunity to control
nonradiative quantum coherence in a hybrid system. In the
structure investigated, the coupling strength between excitons
and plasmons is moderate. In future work, one may explore
hybrid systems in the strong coupling limit by decreasing the
thickness of the barrier between the QW and plasmonic
structures or reducing inhomogeneous broadening of excitons
and the plasmonic resonance line width using a different design
other than a grating. In case of sufficiently strong coupling, the
modified radiative relaxation rate can be either enhanced or
suppressed by the constructive or the destructive interference
between the exciton and SPP modes controllable via their
distance. While we report enhanced radiative relaxation due to
Purcell effect and constructive interference of the modes here,
destructive interference leads to a drastically different
phenomenon. In the case of destructive interference, the
hybrid exciton−SPP mode is completely decoupled from the
environment leading to the total suppression of the
spontaneous emission or the population trapping, resulting in
an extremely long coherence time. It is a situation analogous to
the electromagnetically induced transparency but entirely
induced by the fluctuating vacuum field.4,61−63 Controlling

such quantum coherence may provide a promising approach to
designing active quantum plasmonic devices.
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